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The 

MILLERGRAM 

by Bill Miller 
billmilleratsea.com 

 
                                                Summer 2019 

 

The Millergram is designed and formatted by Tim Noble, our good friend from Melbourne, 
Australia and a former navigating officer with the Blue Star Line. 

AIDA CRUISES:  Just in case you had to know, Aida has beat Branson’s Virgin Cruises by offering 
the very first tattoo parlor to hit the high seas.   It is aboard the Mein Schiff 2 and already popular 
with mostly younger German cruisers.   Virgin will go a step further – they’ll also offer a piercing 
salon on its new cruise liners. 
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ALONG THE PROMENADE:  Celebrities – royalty, politicians, but especially Hollywood stars – 
added to the glamour, even the sheer fascination of the old liners.   They were all but regulars on the 
liners.   But photos of them are rare.   Some were destroyed, others simply discarded.  But here’s 
Rita Hayworth, arriving at Pier 86 aboard the United States.   The date is 1955.  
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BOOKS:  Happily & generously, Capt Aseem Hashmi – master of the Queen Mary 2 – has contributed 
a fine foreword to our new book celebrating 50 years of the QE2.   The Captain is seen below, just last 
winter, before the re-opened QE2 out in Dubai. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

And just in case you thought there might be drought in new books on passenger ships, here’s just a 
quick list of what’s new:  QE2 by Commodore Ron Warwick & son Sam;  Empire Windrush:  A Ship 
Through Time;  Nomadic – Titanic’s Little Sister;  Great Passenger Ships That Never Were – 
Damned by Destiny Revisited (by Richard der Kerbrech & David Williams);  Oriana (by Chris 
Frame & Rachel Cross);  High Tea on the Cunard Queens;  and – yes – the P&O Coloring Book.  
And there’s more – but that’s for another time. 

But over in Holland, our longtime friend Dr Nico Guns has authored numerous books – including a 
splendid multi-volume set on the illustrious Nieuw Amsterdam.  Now, like the launching of a new 
liner, Nico is publishing books by other authors.   Myself, I will be doing several new titles for  Nico’s  

 

 

We had a thorough read of Union-Castle Line:   The Post-War Liners, published by Ships 
Illustrated and written by the late Peter Newall.   Wonderful photos & fine text of such great liners 
on the UK-Africa run such as the Edinburgh Castle, Braemar Castle, Pendennis Castle, Windsor 
Castle (seen below) and then the last of them (1961), the Transvaal Castle.   Pure memory lane! 
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newly created G@H Books International.   One of his latest titles is International Liners 1865-1940 by  

 

 

 

Another new book in 
the works by our 
good friend, author & 
publisher Dr Nico 
Guns will be a photo 
history of the beloved 
Nieuw Amsterdam 
(1938-74) 

 

 

another good friend,  
Florida-based Rich 
Turnwald.  Rich has a huge 
photo collection and now 
some of these views will see 
the light of day.  This new 
book also has an eye-
catching cover:   the great 
Italian liner Rex by the 
brilliant artist Stephen 
Card. 
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Nico is also planning another muti-volume set – this one on the life & times of the Rotterdam (built in 
1959). 

 
 

 

 

CARGO SHIPPING:  Super 
containerships keep getting bigger & 
bigger.   The latest ones are well over 
200,000 tons and can carry nearly 
23,000 “boxes”.  
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CARNIVAL CORPORATION:   With a dozen or so cruise line subsidiaries – has a record 19 
cruise ships building or on order.  These ships will be assigned not only to Carnival Cruise Lines, but 
to P&O, Cunard, Holland-America, Princess & others in this vast fleet.  Below, one of the newest in 
the Carnival Cruise Lines’ fleet, the Carnival Horizon, seen at San Juan. 

 

 

Added to the “fleet,” the new Carnival Airship, added last spring, arrived in New York in late May.   
After official commissioning, it spent time flying over Manhattan as well as the Jersey, Brooklyn & 
Staten Island shorelines.  Afterward, it visited Long Island and other parts of the Northeast. 
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CELEBRITY:  So successful, we hear that a 5th Edge Class liner has been ordered.   

CHINA:  The burst in the Chinese cruise market has lost some air in the past year and so, with a 
softening of the trade, some cruise liners have been moved elsewhere. 
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CRUISE & MARITIME VOYAGES:  The Astoria – seen below as the Azores at Reykjavik in June 
2015 – is now 71 years old.   Still cruising, she is the former Stockholm, dating from 1948. 

 

And the Marco Polo (below), also still cruising, is 54 years old, having been built in 1965 as the Soviet 
Alexander Pushkin. 
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CRUISING:   Back in the 1970s, cruising really burst forth – with new cruise lines, new ships & new 
passengers.   Millions, it seemed, suddenly  took to the seas.   It has often been said that there were three 
main reasons:  the offering of air-sea combination vacations/cruises;   theme cruises;  and the impact of 
TV’s The Love Boat.   

Nearly, 40 million watched the hour-long show, which ran for 250 episodes featuring humorous, 
romantic & sometimes even dramatic storylines.  Guest stars ranged from Hollywood legends such as 
Lana Turner & Dorothy Lamour to Broadway’s Carol Channing & Ethel Merman.  And it was all the idea 
of astrologer-turned-author Jeraldine Saunders.   She passed last February aged 95. 

I met Jeraldine several times & she was vivacious, humorous, creative woman – and always full of 
energy.  She was, during Princess Cruises’ 50th anniversary celebrations, introduced as “the patron saint 
of cruising”.  She’d been a social hostess back in the late ‘60s on the Princess Carla, which led to the 
ideas and creation of Captain Stubing, Gopher & the rest of the main cast.  The setting was later changed 
to a newer Princess ship, the Pacific Princess.  The Love Boat ran on ABC Television from 1977 until 
1986. 

Below:   The cast at a reunion in 2018. 

 

 

CUNARD:  This long-established company is moving in new directions, especially in the Pacific.   
The Queen Elizabeth has just completed very successful seasons in Australia, then Japan and finally 
in Alaska.   On our recent Alaskan cruise from Vancouver, the 2,200-passenger ship was divided in 
thirds:   one-third guests from the Pacific (Australia, Japan, China);  one-third North American 
(USA & Canada);  and one-third British.   
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Left, the classic Queen Elizabeth 2 – now 
in Dubai & being used as a hotel & 
museum.  It has been 50 years since her 
maiden crossing to New York back in May 
1969. 

 

 

 

Theme cruises draw extra passengers – 
even get travelers on their first cruises.  And 
one of Cunard’s most successful is their 
annual Fashion Week Crossing on the 
Queen Mary 2. 
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DIAMOND CRUISES:  The Hong Kong-based Glory Sea – the former Olympic Explorer of Royal 
Olympic Cruises – has been “arrested” for non-payment of crew wages.   

DREAM CRUISES:  This Hong Kong-based, Genting-owned firm released further details of its huge  
Global Class of cruise ships.  Carrying as many as 9,400 passengers at absolute capacity, these 204,000-
ton sisters will be all but top-heavy with innovations & amenities – the first full theme park complete 

 

 

 

FRED OLSEN LINE:   A great day in so many ways, the 75th anniversary celebrations of D Day 
included a special charter cruise – with veterans, their families, friends & the press – from 
Portsmouth over to France and including the Normandy beaches.  The Boudicca was specially 
chartered and subsequently in news broadcasts worldwide.   Indeed, what great publicity!   

Below:  Another Fred Olsen liner, the Balmoral at Southampton with the Queen Victoria in the 
distance. 

 

 

 

with roller coaster ever 
to go to sea;   the 
largest cinema afloat;   
guest voice & facial 
recognition technology;  
self-guiding mobile 
assistants;   double 
bathrooms in most 
cabins;   and 151 suites 
in a luxurious section 
called “the Palace”.   
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HOLLAND AMERICA:  Mishap!  On May 5th, while docking at Vancouver’s Canada Place Terminal, 
the Nieuw Amsterdam collided with its sistership Oosterdam.  Damages were not serious, however. 

 

 

Holland America Line’s new EZpay makes it a breeze to budget for a dream cruise vacation and pay 
it off over time. EZpay spreads out the cruise balance into equal, interest-free monthly payments 
leading up to final payment. The plan gives guests the flexibility to pay for their cruise at their own 
pace, with the ability to opt out at any time without penalty. 

The third of HAL’s Pinnacle class ships will be named Ryndam – following the Koeningsdam & the 
Nieuw Statendam. 

INDIA:  Indian scrap merchants have been busily buying and then dismantling countless passenger 
ships over the past thirty years.   But now the long list seems to have been exhausted.   

 

Fewer passenger 
ships are going 
to India these 
days.   But here’s 
a view from last 
year, the 
46,000-ton 
Chinese cruise 
ship Henna, the 
former Jubilee 
of Carnival and 
dating from 
1986. 
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Below:  Thursday morning:   The Carnival Horizon & Insignia together at Pier 88, 
New York on Sep 13th 2018.

ITALIAN LINE:   The Steamship Historical Society of America did a superb job in remembering the 
glorious Italian Line during its Ocean Liner Gala held on May 4th.  It was as if the likes of the Rex, 
Andrea Doria & Michelangelo were sailing again! 

 

 

 

 

MSC CRUISES:  Not just 
growth, but huge growth … 
and a long way from when we 
boarded the MSC Monterey at 
Genoa in July 1996.  Then the 
Company was running four 
cruise ships:  Achille Lauro, 
Monterey, Symphony & 
Rhapsody.   Today, MSC 
Cruises has 18 big liners. 
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And an added expansion for MSC:  Last winter, MSC officially entered the high-end, luxury market.  
They’ve ordered four  64,000-ton, 962-passenger ships from Fincantieri in Italy.   These luxury 
ships are due in 2023-26. 

 

Film legend Sophia Loren has been 
godmother to more than 10 MSC liners.  
Indeed, a record – and a great link to 
Italy & things Italian!  Sophia & I 
together in spring 2018 in Boca Raton, 
Florida. 

 

 

Last March, MSC added yet another 
huge cruise liner – the 172,000-ton 
MSC Bellissima.   Built by the French 
at St Nazaire, Sophia was again acting 
as glamorous godmother to the 5,700-
passenger ship. 

 

But a bleep:  Last June, the 2,200-passenger MSC Opera rammed the dockfront at Venice and had 
less than positive worldwide press attention.   
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MIAMI:   With yet more new terminals under construction, Miami remains the biggest and busiest 
cruise port anywhere.   Below, on a recent banner day, 7 cruise liners are in port together --- including 
the 6,800-passenger Symphony of the Seas. 

.    

 

 

 

NEW YORK:  The former Brooklyn Navy Yard is (again!) up for redevelopment and re-use.  But 
what about a terminal for smaller cruise ships or a home for the long idle SS United States.  But in a 
later update, we are told that cruise ships & cruising are not in the planning for Brooklyn.   
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NORWEGIAN COASTAL EXPRESS:  Ship owner-investor Havilla Kystruten will become a partner 
in this famed service in 2021.   They plan to supply four of the 11 ships needed for the daily Bergen-
Kirkenes coastal service.   These will be named Havilla Capella, Havilla Castor, Havilla Polaris & 
Havilla Pollux. 

NORWEGIAN CRUISE:  The mighty 165,000-ton Norwegian Escape took a severe list while 
outbound from New York last March.  The Bahamas-bound ship was hit by a rare 115mph wind gust.   
Many passengers were momentarily terrified, some were injured & ship’s furniture and fittings were 
badly tossed about. 

 

 

 

 

Under construction at Meyer Werf in 
Papenburg, Germany, the hull of the 
huge Norwegian Encore --- due in 
Miami-Caribbean service in 
November – was created by a 
Spanish artist.   In vibrant colors, he 
has created a reflection to his life by 
the sea in Barcelona. 
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NYK CRUISES:  NYK Line has sold 50% of the 50,100-ton Asuka II (ex-Crystal Harmony, built 1990) 
to Anchor Ship Management, a Japanese investment firm. 

OCEAN LINER COLLECTIBLES:   The glamor & elegance of the great liners and grand travel.   A 
silver salt shaker from the illustrious Queen Mary (in service 1936-67) recently sold for $275.  The 
Cunarder is seen below at New York in 1957 with (from the left) the Kungsholm, Britannic, Mauretania, 
New York & United States in the background. 

 

 

OCEAN LINER HISTORY:  In the 1950s, the legendary French Line had three liners in trans-
Atlantic service between Le Havre & New York with stops at either Southampton or Plymouth        
en route.    

 

 

The mighty Liberte 
was the flagship (seen 
below left), then the 
celebrated Ile de 
France (right) and 
finally the smaller 
Flandre.   In this 
summertime view 
from 1953 and  from 
Philippe Brebant’s 
collection, the Antilles 
(used on the Le Havre-
West Indies run) is 
also seen but on the 
far right. 
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POLYNESIA:  Unique voyages – the local Cie Polynesiene de Transport has ordered a 2nd passenger-
cargo vessel for voyages in and around French Polynesia.   To be built in China, she’ll be named Aranui 
6 and is due in service in 2022. 

POST CARDS IN THE MAIL:   A fellow passenger from Cleveland recently told me, “My first trip to 
Europe was on the Nieuw Amsterdam, back in the 1950s.   We sailed from Hoboken and it took a week 
to reach Southampton (London) and afterward we began our tour – to six countries.   We returned from 
Genoa in Italy on the Independence.   That ship was very nice, very modern and very American, but I 
recall the Nieuw Amsterdam as being older, grander, much more European.”     

Our good friend Philippe Brebant sent the photo below – the Nieuw Amsterdam & Washington (left) at 
Le Havre in 1949. 

 

 

A recent fellow passenger told 
us of her first voyage back in 
the 1960s.   It was aboard P&O 
Lines’ 1,400-passenger 
Himalaya.   “It was dubbed 
‘Runaway to Sea’,” she 
recalled.  “We cruised the 
entire Pacific – Hawaii, New 
Zealand, Australia, Singapore 
& Hong Kong, and finally 
Japan before returning to San 
Francisco.  I was young & on a 
travel budget – but a double 
down in tourist class was 
affordable -- $15 a day!” 
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Another fellow passenger noted, “My first cruises were in Hawaii on the Independence & then the 
Constitution.  They were 7-night cruises and a wonderful way to see those Islands.  The ships themselves 
were classic liners and today I realize the great contrast between them and today’s modern, mega-sized 
cruise ships.” 

 

 

POSTER ART:   Off to the Orient on American 
President Lines and, in the 1950s & 60s, on their fine 
liners President Cleveland & President Wilson.  This 
photo poster sold recently for $450.  A hint of a bygone 
era in ocean liner travel! 
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QUARK EXPEDITIONS:  This specialty firm will run two 14-night cruises to the North Pole in the 
summer of 2020.   They will be using the 128-passenger icebreaker 50 Years of Victory, chartered from 
the Russians.  Departing from Murmansk, shore excursions will include helicopter & hot air balloon 
rides. 

RITZ CARLTON:   Entering the high-end luxury market, their first 298-berth ship has been named 
Azora. 

ROYAL CARIBBEAN:   Size is everything!  This huge, Miami-based cruise line has owned the world’s 
largest liner since 2006.   The scales were upped considerably three years later with the arrival of the 
225,300-ton Oasis of the Seas.   Last spring, RCI ordered the 6th in this behemoth class – a ship of 
231,000 tons and carrying nearly 6,400 passengers (or 6,900 using every berth).  This next record-
breaker will be built by the French at St Nazaire.  Meanwhile, RCI is continuing with its 168,000-ton 
Quantum class, but which has now expanded to 200,000 tons. 

 

 

 

SAGA CRUISES:  Birth & delivery!   The new Spirit of Discovery was floated out at Papenburg in 
Germany in mid-May and ready for her maiden voyage in June.   She’ll visit New York in December. 
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ST HELENA:  Retired last year from South Atlantic passenger service, the 6,800-ton St Helena 
was sold to MING, an anti-terrorist organization based in the Indian Ocean.  She was renamed 
MING Tahiti and registered in St Kitts in the Caribbean.    But by December, that sale failed to fully 
materialize and the 88-passenger ship was then rumored to be made over as a large private yacht.   
Last winter, she appeared in London, arriving under her original name.   Word was that she was to 
be refitted (in the UK and complete with onboard garages & display areas) as a “mother ship” for 
racing sports cars.   
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SHIP MODELS:  Myself, I began collecting 1250 scale models of ships, of course mostly ocean liners, 
since the late 1950s.  It became something of a passion – today, I can count over 1,000 models in my 
collection.  One of the latest to come is the Ocean Monarch.  No, not the little cruise ship that belonged 
to the Furness-Bermuda Line, but the former Empress of England (1957) that later joined Shaw Savill 
Line.  These fine little ships are available through 1250ships.com.   

 

 

 

 

SILVERSEA:  Now two-thirds owned by mighty Royal Caribbean, this Monte Carlo-based firm is 
expanding with new ships and especially expedition ships.   This will all mean expanding itineraries 
as well. 
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STAR TRAVEL OCEAN CRUISES:  This new firm will debut this fall with the refitted Piano Land, 
the 1822-passenger, 1995-built ship that sailed (until August) as P&O Cruises’ Oriana.   The ship will be 
based at Xiamen.   

 

 

VIKING OCEAN:  In their huge building program of 930-bed cruise ships, Viking has now 
confirmed (with Italy’s Fincantieri) for ships number 11 & 12. 
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Last March, in stormy seas off Norway, the 47,800-ton Viking Sky lost power, then wallowed about 
quite close to the coast and consequently  some 400 of her 1,400 passengers & crew were evacuated by 
helicopter.  The liner later made her way to Molde to disembark the remaining passengers and then to 
Kristiansand for repairs.   She missed her next cruise, but was back in operation by early April. 

WINDSTAR CRUISES:  The 30-year-old Star Breeze, Star Legend & Star Pride (seen below at San 
Juan in Dec 2017) – all formerly with Seabourn – will be heading to Italy to be “stretched”.   A new block 
will be inserted in the midships (as well as new engines) in a $250 million project.   The capacities of the 
three ships will increase from 212 to 312. 

 

 

ZEN CRUISES:   A new name in cruising, they have taken P&O Australia’s Pacific Jewel and, as 
the renamed Karnika, will operate the ship in cruises from India.  The 70,300-ton Pacific Jewel, 
dating from 1990, is the former Crown Princess. 
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I’ve always thought there would be an interesting book on the Home Lines.  A multi-national 
company with ties to Italy, Greece, Sweden and even Switzerland, they began just after World War 
II, in 1946, with a string of secondhand passenger ships.   

While there were others, the Italia (below) – the former Kungsholm of 1928 – was among the first.   

 Home Lines turned to winter cruising from New York in the 1950s and then went fulltime into 
cruising in the 1960s.   

Home Lines was sold to Holland-America in 1988 and quietly disappeared.   I do recall several 
books on Home Lines & its ships were started beginning in the 1990s, but nothing of these ever 
came to pass.   

 

 

 

 

OCEAN LINER PHOTO SALON 

 Ships of the Home Lines 

 

There was the 
Italia (1928) and 
later the Atlantic 
(later renamed 
Queen Frederica, 
1927) 
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 The very popular popular Homeric (1931) 

 

 

The brilliant Oceanic (1965) 
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The Doric (the former Shalom and later Hanseatic) … 

 

 

 

The newly built Atlantic (1981) 
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The last Home Lines’ ship, the Homeric (1986) 

 

PART II: MARTIN ORBIDANS  & THE ROYAL YACHT 

A pianist and a musician in the impeccable Royal Marines Band, Martin Orbidans --- and years later 
enchanting nighttime audience in the superb Commodore Club of Cunard’s Queen Victoria --- was 
posted, in 1981, to the Royal Yacht Britannia.   And his first trip was a five-month voyage,  taking the 
sparklingly luxurious 5,000-tonner and her 260 crew out through the Mediterranean and then to 
Australia.    

“The first part of the voyage was the honeymoon of Charles & Diana,” he well remembered.   
“President Sadat of Egypt came aboard for dinner and there was full silver service for a picnic on a 
beach in the Greek islands.    Charles, as I remember, was very royal, quite formal, but rather 
awkwardly trying to be friendly, even casual.   Diana, on the other hand, was almost ‘just one of the 
crew’.   She was very friendly, easy, quite like an ordinary person.” 

After Charles & Diana left the yacht in Egypt, the trim three-master sailed for Australia, in 
pparticular to Melbourne for the meeting of the representatives of the Commonwealth countries.   “It 
was a long voyage, especially across the Indian Ocean, and the Royal Marine Band gave concerts 
almost every day for the crew.   We even played while the crew were sunbathing on the very forward 
deck.   These concerts were for motivation and also to reduce the boredom.   But the toughest time was 
when the Queen & Prince Philip came aboard at Melbourne.  When the Queen boarded, the whole 
character of the ship changed.  Every sailor was in place along the outer decks as she drove along the 
quayside.   She would arrive in a huge, gleaming Rolls Royce and then step onto a red carpet.   Other 
big cars followed, carrying the entourage and the masses of luggage.  There were TV cameras and the 
press, but total silence when she first arrived and boarded.  It was very solemn, but also a very magical 
occasion.” 

Below:   The royal yacht and the QE2 off Spithead during Cunard’s 150th anniversary celebrations 
in July 1990. 

 

HEARD ALONG THE BOAT DECK 
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redesigned as a royal yacht and then given to the Queen in 1954 as a delayed Coronation present from 
the Royal Navy.”    

The yacht traveled the world, from tiny Pacific Islands to Norway to New York City.   “Each August, 

 

 

Martin played piano as well as 
performed in the Band for the Queen, 
her family and her guests.   “Some of 
the crew, even the officers, stuttered 
or quivered when in the presence of 
the Queen and other royalty.   People 
would forget things, make silly 
mistakes and once my own fingers 
cramped from nerves just before I 
was to play for Her Majesty.   
Another time, while marching, I lost 
an incorrectly laced-up boot and 
kicked it off to the side.   But no one, 
not even the Queen herself, seemed 
to notice.  Of course, we could plan 
and then practice for days, even 
weeks, but then the presentation was 
canceled.   With a wave of a hand, 
suddenly there was no music!” 

The Queen is not the best sailor.   
Sometimes, she had to take to the 
royal suite and her bed.   “The 
Britannia was actually quite a roller 
at sea,” remembered Martin.   “It was 
rumored aboard that she was 
designed in the late ‘40s as a  cross-
Channel ferry and was actually flat-
bottomed.   After construction began, 
the British Government was looking 
round for a new vessel that could be  

 

 we sailed up to the Western Isles 
in Scotland.    This was a family 
cruise and part of the Queen’s 
long summer holiday that 
continued well into October at 
Balmoral Castle.  By tradition, we 
would stop at the small port of 
Scrabster for a visit with the 
Queen Mother. But once, on the 
jetty, the Queen Mother mis-
stepped  and partly fell into the 
sea, but was quickly rescued by 
the sailors. 

Right:  The Queen & Prince 
Philip wave to the QE2. 
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The Queen herself was always very correct, very proper, but sometimes her real self could be seen.   
Prince Philip was basically a sailor and could be gruff, even impatient, but could also be just ‘one of the 
boys’.   Otherwise, I only met the Queen Mother once.   It was very early in the morning and, in a 
something of a mistake, I found myself standing next to her where the royal and crew areas connected.   
She was getting some fresh air, she said, in curlers and a robe.” 

 

 

 

Martin left service 
aboard the 
Britannia in 1985, 
twelve years before 
the ship itself was 
retired to become a 
moored museum at 
Leith, near 
Edinburgh.  The 43-
year-old vessel, 
while still flawlessly 
maintained, had 
grown old and tired.   
It was said that the 
likes of some steel 
and wiring were 
simply worn out.   “I 
recall the Queen 
being aboard the 
Britannia when we  

 
were moored alongside the King of Arabia’s super-sleek yacht complete with helicopter deck and a 
complete hospital,” recalled Martin.   “The Queen stared coldly at it.   Her yacht was no longer the 
largest or most luxurious.” 

Martin’s record book from his service aboard the Royal Yacht includes an added notation from his 
commanding officer:   “Well liked by royalty, officers & crew!”   He did feel somewhat “betrayed” 
when the Britannia was decommissioned.   “The British Government should have planned ahead and 
built a new, replacement yacht,” he concluded.   “It would not be just for the Queen & her family, but 
for the prestige and goodwill of the Nation.” 

 

 

Martin’s love of the sea later 
brought him to the world of 
cruising.   In 2008, he began 
sailing on the likes of the Oceana, 
Aurora, Queen Mary 2 and then 
the Queen Victoria as a lounge 
pianist as well as part of a jazz trio.  
He concluded, “They were very 
happy days.  I had the most 
wonderful job --- being the pianist 
in the Commodore Club aboard 
the Queen Victoria!”    

These days, Martin has gone 
ashore – he has finished his sea 
days.   Happiest wishes to Martin! 
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PS:  And speaking of the royal yacht:  The former British lighthouse supply ship Fingal – at a 
mere 1,300 tons – is now moored a short walk from the Britannia.   The charming, 1963-built 
ship has just emerged from a $7 ½ million makeover, becoming a 23-room boutique hotel.   

Below:   The little Fingal in her supply boat days – and now as a restored hotel:   The Main 
Dining Room & accommodation. 

 

 

 

 

 

 


